100 SECONDS ‘TIL MIDNIGHT
THE MILLENNIAL REIGN OF CHRIST

OCTOBER 31, 2021
It’s Possible To Have The Right Idea At The Wrong Time
I.E. World Peace

True Lasting Peace Will Only Occur When Jesus Christ Returns To This World
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LAST DAYS TIMELINE:

The Church Age
  A Time Of God’s Mercy Salvation And Grace
The Rapture
The Tribulation
The Second Coming
The Millennium
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4 BASIC QUESTIONS TO ANSWER:
1. What Is The Millennium?
2. When Will It Begin?
3. What Will Happen?
4. How Will It End?
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(Rev 11:15 NIV) The seventh angel sounded his trumpet, and there were loud voices in heaven, which said: "The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will reign for ever and ever."

READ: Revelation 20:1-6
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WHAT IS THE MILLENNIUM?

Millennium = A Period Of 1,000 Years

World Government Under Jesus
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**BASIC OVERVIEW OF MILLENNIUM:**

1,000 Years Before The End

Christ Will Reign On Earth With His Saints

After 1,000 Years There Will Be A Final Struggle

A General Resurrection

The Final Judgment

And The Final Conclusion
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WHEN WILL THE MILLENNIUM BEGIN?

It Begins After Armageddon

It Is “The Day Of The Lord “
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WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN DURING THE MILLENNIUM?

Satan Will Be Bound

The Nations Will Mourn At Christ’s Powerful Coming

The World Will Know And Follow The Lord

The Governments Of The World Will Come Under Christ

The Capitol Will Be In Jerusalem
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Christ The Lord Will Be The King

No More Voting -- God's Will Shall Prevail

The Lord's Kingdom Will Be Administered By The Saints

We Will Reign On The Basis Of How Faithful We've Been To Do What God Has Called Us To

Righteousness Will Be Enforced
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Universal Peace Throughout The World

No Sin Or Rebellion Allowed

True Justice Will Be Found

It is A Time Of Rebuilding & Reconstruction

Even Animals Will Live In Peace

Children Will Not Be Harmed By Wild Animals Or Snakes
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The Earth Will Be Made New And Beautiful

(Isa 55:12 NIV) You will go out in joy and be led forth in peace; the mountains and hills will burst into song before you, and all the trees of the field will clap their hands. (13) Instead of the thornbush will grow the pine tree, and instead of briers the myrtle will grow. This will be for the Lord's renown, for an everlasting sign, which will not be destroyed."
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Length Of Life Will Increase
Infants Will Not Die
A Time Of Healing
Men Will Live Beyond 100 Years Of Age
No Hospitals
Funerals Will Be Minimal
A Change In The Economy
Every Good Thing Will Be In Abundance
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT THE END OF THE MILLENNIUM?

READ: Rev 20:7-10

Satan Will Be Released For One Final Season And There Will Be One Final Rebellion

Satan Will Deceive Those Who Desire To Rebel Against God's Divine Will And Authority
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At Millennial End -- Satan Is Still The Deceiver

And People Without Christ Are Still Wicked To The Core

God’s Purpose Is To Test Fallen Humanity

Unless We Are Born Again -- We Cannot Change
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Satan Is Deceiving Many Today

All Rebels Will Be Cast Into The Lake Of Fire

Satan Will Not Lure People Any Longer

Satan Is A Defeated Enemy

Jesus Wins !!!
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*Lessons for Today.*

God Is The Great Promise-Keeper

If Christ Reigns Within You Now ---
You Will Reign With Him Then

The Condition Of The Heart Is More Important---
Than The Condition Of The Environment

*God will Renew the Environment* —
*You Must Let Him Renew Your Heart!*